We study a possibility of the fate of universe, in which there is neither the rip singularity, which results in the disintegration of bound systems, nor the endless expansion, instead the universe will be quasi static. We discuss the parameterization of the corresponding evolution and the reconstruction of the scalar field model. We find, with the parameterization consistent with the current observation, that the current universe might arrive at a quasi static phase after less than 20Gyr. * Electronic address: liujie10b@mails.gucas.ac.cn † Electronic address: yspiao@gucas.ac.cn
I. INTRODUCTION
The observations imply that the current universe is undergoing an acceleration [1] , which is driven by the dark energy, or leaded by the modification of gravity on large scale. The simplest candidate of dark energy is the cosmological constant, but it suffers from the cosmic coincidence problem. Thus the dynamical dark energy might be favored, there have been some candidates of scalar field model such as [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , see e.g. [7] , [8] for reviews.
The fate of universe is determined by the nature of dark energy. The universe driven by the phantom will evolve to a singularity, in which the energy density become infinite at finite time, which is called the big rip, see also Ref. [9] for other future singularities. How avoiding these singularities is still an interesting issue, e.g. [10] and the little rip scenario in which a rip singularity can not occur at finite time [11] , [12] .
In principle, due to the difference nature of dark energy, the universe may have different date. Here, we will study a possibility of the fate of universe, in which the universe will be quasi static some time after the current time. In this fate of universe, there is neither the disintegration of bound systems, i.e. the rip singularity, nor the going of stars and galaxies, i.e. the endless expansion, e.g. in dS universe or the universe dominated by matter, instead the scale factor of universe will be nearly constant.
The outline of paper is as follows. We will firstly study how to parameterize the evolution of a quasi static universe in section II, and then will bring some specific cases in section III.
The reconstruction of the scalar field model is given in section IV. The discussion is given in section V.
II. HOW TO PARAMETERIZE THE EVOLUTION OF A QUASI STATIC UNI-

VERSE
The intending universe is static, in which a tends to constant, requires that H −→ 0, and
.
Thus in the regime t ≫ t 0 , the universe is asymptotically static, where a static is the static value of a.
In this parameterization, the universe asymptotically arrives at the static phase. However, it may be nearly static some time after t 0 . We define the time when e.g. a ∼ 0.99a static as the static time t static , which means at the time that the universe is quasi static. With(6), t static is given by
We see that the larger b is, the earlier t static is, since the Hubble parameter decays faster for larger b.
However, the expansion of the current universe is accelerated, thus a consistent parameterization should not only overlap the above parameterization for t ≫ t 0 , but also give the current acceleration around t ≃ t 0 .
III. APPLICATION TO SPECIFIC CASES
We will bring some specific parameterizations in this section, and discuss the details of the models and restrict the parameters in parameterizations with current observation.
A.
The universe with parameterization (i)
The model have three parameters A, B, and k, and obviously, A, B > 0 and k > 1. With the Hubble parameter (8), a is given by
The relationships between the three parameters and the current a 0 and H 0 are
and
The universe consists of the dark matter and the dark energy. We have, for FRW spacetime,
where κ 2 = 8πG. The density of dark matter is given as
Thus the required ρ DE and p DE are only determined by the parameterization of H or a.
The equation of state parameter of the dark energy is ω DE = p DE /ρ DE . In infinite latetime, both H andḢ tend to 0, we have ρ DE ≃ −ρ DM and p DE ≃ 0. Thus at infinite latetime, it is required that ρ DE < 0, which just sets off the positive density of dark matter, and ω DE ≃ 0 is the same as that of dark matter, which insures that the decaying of their energy density with time are same. Here, the dark energy may be the field or fluid, which satisfies (12) and (13) . The derivation of the Hubble parameter iṡ
= 0.
Thus we have the condition
With (9), the universe is quasi static at t static
We restrict the space of the parameters A and B with observation in [13] , in which −1.033 ≤ ω φ ≤ −0.927, and the condition (17) for different k, see Fig.1 . We find the range of the parameter space decrease with the raising k. In Fig.2 , we plot the evolution of relevant quantities numerically, in units of ρ
c0 , correspondingly the space of the parameters in Fig.1 , where ρ c0 = 3H 0 /κ 2 is the present critical density of the universe. Here we take Ω DM 0 = 0.27. We find that the value of the parameter A has a range which is agreement with the current observations, i.e.Ω DE ∼ 3Ω DM .
In the Table I , we list t static and t tr by choosing three sets of the special parameter A and B from different k. We see that the larger k is, the earlier both t tr and t static are, since the Hubble parameter decays faster for larger k. 
The model have three parameters A, B, and b, and obviously, A, B > 0 and b > 2. The discussion is similarly to the model in subsection A. We will not repeat it, and only plot the evolution of relevant quantities numerically in Fig.3 for a set of parameters. The transition time is t tr = 1.003t 0 , while the static time is t static = 7.804t 0 . 
IV. THE RECONSTRUCTION OF SCALAR FIELD MODEL
We will reconstruct the scalar field model with the parameterization (8) . The reconstruction of scalar field dark energy models has been studied in lots of references, e.g. [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] .
The Lagrangian density of scalar field is given by P (X, φ), where
Thus the energy density ρ DE = 2XP X − P is derived. In a spatially flat FRW universe, the equations for the dark matter and the scalar field are
where
Thus we have
In principle, after specifying P (X, φ), we can have the evolution ofφ and P with the time. Thus the potential function in P (X, φ) can be reconstructed.
Here, we apply a generalized ghost condensate Lagrangian, e.g. [15] , in which P = −X + h(φ)X 2 . Thus with Eqs. (22) and (23), we havė 1.8, 0.6) .
With (24) and (25), one can reconstruct the function of h(φ) for the generalized ghost condensate model in the quasi static universe. In Fig.4 , we plot the reconstruction for h(φ)
according to with the parameterization (8) numerically, in units of ρ −1 c0 , and the special parameters are k = 1.5 and (A, B) = (1.8, 0.6). Where, we have fixed the field amplitude at the present epoch to be zero: φ(t 0 ) = 0.
V. DISCUSSION
The fate of the universe is an interesting issue. We study a possibility of the fate of universe, in which the universe is quasi static some time after t 0 . This model may has a region of parameter space in which it resemble ΛCDM, which thus is not conflicted with the current observation.
In section III.A, we study the parameterization (8) . When t > t 0 , H(t) is rapidly decreased, thus we will go in the static universe shortly after t 0 . We find that the current universe might arrive at the static phase after about 18.632 Gyr. For the universe, it is a very brief spell.
In section III.B, we study the parameterization (19). Here, since H(t) is decreased slower than that in section III.A, we will take longer time to go in the static universe. With specific parameterization consistent with the current observation, we find that the current universe will arrive at the static phase after t static = 7.804t 0 , about 932.148 Gyr.
Here, we show the possibility of an alternative fate of universe, in which the universe is quasi static some time after t 0 . In this fate of universe, there is neither the disaggregation of bound systems, nor the going of stars and galaxies, the universe will have a quiet "afternoon".
The reconstruction of the scalar field models of quasi static universe is significant. We have discussed a case. However, we have neglected the coupling between the scalar field and the dark matter. The case including the coupling is also interesting, which will be a substantial work.
